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DROID [Mac/Win]

DROID is designed to support file
formats in XML, and standard digital
archival formats. Although the tool
can use any OAIS compliant archival
file format, it has been designed to
work with a number of formats that
are used in the practice of digital
preservation, and so should be usable
with most such repositories. In
addition, the program uses
information on the PRONOM
technical registry to verify the format
information for existing file types.
This information is provided in a
PRONOM technical registry which is
a large, searchable database of
information about file types. DROID
uses a database of different files and
file types, created from the
PRONOM registry, to create
signatures for a variety of common
file types. This allows DROID to be
useful for archiving and for the
creation of signatures for any new file
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types. The PRONOM registry is a
system for recording information
about digital files and the technologies
used to create them. The details of the
file format and metadata are recorded
and stored in a relational database,
accessible through a Java-based
interface. The file type descriptions
and the metadata record associated
with a file are stored in a database and
can be searched by keyword. A file
type description consists of
information about the media type, the
encoded data, metadata, and
relationship to other file types. The
data includes details of the file format
such as the structure and data field
sizes, and a variety of attributes
associated with the file. The metadata
includes information about the
encoding process, the media device,
the author of the file, the date and
time it was created, and any copyright
notices. DROID also stores a
reference to the system(s) which have
provided the metadata, and these
references are used to check that the
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metadata is up to date and correct.
The metadata is also used to verify the
media type of a file using information
from the PRONOM technical
registry. From a file description, the
file type can be identified using the
PRONOM technical registry, and
once a file type is identified, the
appropriate signature(s) can be
returned. PRONOM Technical
Registry The PRONOM technical
registry stores descriptions of file
formats, keywords and signatures. It
uses these to identify file types
automatically. It also stores
information about the file format
including media type, data fields,
keywords, metadata, signatures and
more. The PRONOM registry is a
central database which stores
information about different file types,
and what their media type is, as well
as information about their attributes,

DROID Crack For Windows

DROID Free Download is a platform-
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independent Java application for the
digital preservation of information. It
uses internal and external signatures
to identify and report the specific file
format versions of digital files. What
DROID does: DROID receives
information about file formats from a
public registry such as the Software
Package Catalogue. When running an
identification, it can download
updated version of the files and the
information they contain. The results
are then output in one of several, pre-
defined XML output formats. DROID
features: • Automatically identifies
and reports file format versions of
digital objects • Uses internal and
external signatures to identify and
report the file format versions of
digital files • Identifies and reports
external references, such as
downloaders, installers and update
packages • Automatically updates the
public registry with the latest file
format information • Supports several
output formats: – XML – CSV –
Printer-friendly The Digital
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Preservation Wiki is a collaborative
knowledge base for digital
preservation professionals and tools.
If you want to edit this page, please go
to DROID is a platform-independent
Java application for the digital
preservation of information. It uses
internal and external signatures to
identify and report the specific file
format versions of digital files. What
DROID does: DROID receives
information about file formats from a
public registry such as the Software
Package Catalogue. When running an
identification, it can download
updated version of the files and the
information they contain. The results
are then output in one of several, pre-
defined XML output formats. DROID
features: • Automatically identifies
and reports file format versions of
digital objects • Uses internal and
external signatures to identify and
report the file format versions of
digital files • Identifies and reports
external references, such as
downloaders, installers and update
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packages • Automatically updates the
public registry with the latest file
format information • Supports several
output formats: – XML – CSV –
Printer-friendly Description DROID
is a platform-independent Java
application for the digital preservation
of information. It uses internal and
external signatures to identify and
report the specific file format
versions of digital files. What DROID
does DROID receives information
about file formats from a public
registry such as the Software Package
Catalogue. When running an
identification, it can download
updated version 1d6a3396d6
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DROID Download For PC

DROID is a Java application, which,
depending on the chosen model, can
be run from the command line or
from a graphical user interface. The
command line or GUI interface can
be used to navigate through an
existing list of files/folders and to
select files/folders for identification.
The selected file(s)/folder(s) can then
be uploaded to the XML registry,
depending on the selected option.
After the identification process has
been run, the results can be output in
XML, CSV or printer-friendly
formats. DROID is based on an
enhanced version of a previously
published tool called XBRL. DROID
differs from the previous tool in that
it allows for the use of external
signatures. It also provides a
structured way to define the required
fields for the identification of each
object. Version 0.6.0 Added the
ability to select multiple files/folders
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at once. Added the ability to identify
URIs and files/folders by their stream
identifiers. Added the ability to report
the result in a CSV format. Added the
ability to report the result in a printer-
friendly format. Version 0.5.0 Added
more fields to the PRONOM XML
registries Added the ability to save the
file list of files/folders for use in a
subsequent run. Added the ability to
run from the command line. Version
0.4.0 Added the ability to run in the
background. Added the ability to
select files/folders from a file system.
Added the ability to select
files/folders from a file system.
Added the ability to identify
files/folders with a URI. Version
0.3.0 The public repository is now
available. Version 0.2.0 The XML
registry files are now included with
the application. Version 0.1.0 Version
0.0.3 Added ability to load the
existing XML registry file Version
0.0.2 Added support for file/folder
selection Added support for text files
Added support for ZIP files Version
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0.0.1 Initial release You can read
more about the project and download
the application from Version 0.0.0
Initial release. Credits This
application is written by the Digital
Preservation Department of The
National Archives. Version: 0.9.3

What's New in the?

DROID is a software tool developed
by The National Archives to perform
automated batch identification of file
formats. Developed by its Digital
Preservation Department as part of its
broader digital preservation activities,
DROID is designed to meet the
fundamental requirement of any
digital repository to be able to identify
the precise format of all stored digital
objects, and to link that identification
to a central registry of technical
information about that format and its
dependencies. DROID uses internal
and external signatures to identify and
report the specific file format
versions of digital files. These
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signatures are stored in an XML
signature file, generated from
information recorded in the
PRONOM technical registry. New
and updated signatures are regularly
added to PRONOM, and DROID can
be configured to automatically
download updated signature files
from the PRONOM website via web
services. DROID is a platform-
independent Java application, and
includes a documented, public API,
for ease of integration with other
systems. DROID will allow you to
select files and folders from a file
system for identification. This file list
can be saved at any point. DROID can
also be used to identify URIs and
streams (command line interface
only). After the identification process
had been run, the results can be output
in XML, CSV or printer-friendly
formats. A relatively new concept in
the electronic publishing area is the
digital archiving of ebooks. The
ebook format, as opposed to the
traditional printed book format, has
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the advantage of being much more
dynamic and interactive. It allows
text, graphics, illustrations, hyperlinks
and other materials to be interlinked.
It also provides the ability for users to
seamlessly move around within the
ebook document. The downside is
that ebooks are much larger than
traditional books and this can place
significant demands on the resources
of a digital repository. This is an
important consideration for the long-
term sustainability of a digital archive.
The National Archives recently
launched a project that aims to find
out just how large a digital repository
can be before it becomes
unsustainable. This is not a digital
sustainability project in the usual
sense. It is in fact a digital
sustainability project, in the
traditional sense of a laboratory for
testing and optimising the use of
digital resources. The process behind
the project involves simulating the
space available on a repository’s tapes
and drives, and simulating the use of
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various degrees of compression
and/or compression type.   As with
most things digital, the scale of the
project has to be large. The National
Archives has chosen to undertake the
project with the help of two
technology specialists.     Provisional
results from the project are promising
and encouraging. The National
Archives has already been able to
make a significant savings in its
digital repository by switching from
the ARW standard of tape format to
the HDF format. The successful
completion of the project will lead
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System Requirements For DROID:

Minimum Requirements OS:
Windows Vista, Windows 7, or
Windows 8 Processor: Intel Pentium 4
2.0 GHz or AMD Athlon x64 2.0
GHz Memory: 1 GB RAM Graphics:
GeForce 8600 or ATI Radeon HD
2600 Video: 512 MB video memory
with 64MB video card memory
DirectX: Version 9.0 Recommended
Requirements Processor: Intel Core 2
Duo 2.4 GHz or AMD Phenom II x86
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